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EVANS CHEEK RANGE. 
TOWNSHIP 29 RANGE 

MICHIPICOTEN

The South Evans Creek I.F. was examined briefly from 
Evans Creek (flowing southward) westward for 3500' where it 
oucrops fairly persistently. The I.F. strikes N.70W and 
dips about 70.S. A diabase dike aoout 400* 9n thickness 
corsses the I,F. 2000' west of the creek.

The segment of I.F. Kast of the dike is in contact 
to the south with a sheared sill over 70* wide, the wall 
rock on the north eide being chloritic schist or tuff. The 
I.F. about 30* wide, s i ems to be made up of two distinct 
members, apparently a result of -lotmorphism f r o, i the sill. 
The 40' thick .nember i;ext to the sill consists of well-banded 
siliceiouB magnetite and silica. The bands are generally 
i" thick and the uagnetite is usually coarse grained (up 
to 1/8") in comparison with the silica. Occasional 
laminae is made up of granular silica often reddish because 
of hnatite stain. AS the dike is approached, trie I.F. is 
seen to have been subjected to further catamorphism from thi* 
latter intrusive, as suggested f-ora the presence of iron 
silicates (such as grunerite) and contorted beds.

t
The othtr segment of I.!1 , was examined for only ,

1100 1 west of t-ic dike, .his segtient expresses itself ( 
to pographically by a prominent ridj;e with steep walls of 
I.F. The roc K io oD;aposed ir.ainly of granular silica but 
also of very siliceous ma gn-. t it b. The banded character 
is not well developed here as compared with the eastern 
segment.

The South L van s Creek I. F. was *iso traced east of 
fcvans Creek (flowing northward) for 1200*. This part of 
the I.F. is about 150' thick ol which 60 1 , near the center 
of the ridge, consists of siliceous magnetite with local 
bands of silica (l" wide), the nort.i and south side being gra 
nular silica. Near the creek, th* s I.F. narrows to 40' 
or les.8, apparently because of a uasic intrusive.

The North :.vtuis Creek I.F. outcrops 600* west of 
the- dike, just north of the creek. From this only information 
the I.F. was observed to be 120* wide. It is banded with 
alternating layers of coarse grained siliceous uagnetite 
arid granular silica up to 5" thick. Its attitude lo tho 
same as the southern range. Next to the I.F. on the north 
is a fine grained argillaceous sodiuent (Similar to a 
hornfel especially near the dike) while tuff or sheared lava 
outcrops to the south.

F, Dubuc. Hi. Richards, 
30th, 1950.
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J. E. Barber,
General Manager,
Exploration fi Project Development.

Re; Evans Creek Magnetite

Location

The property consists of six claims located 12 miles north of 
Magpie Junction, Algoma Central Railway, and 3 1/2 miles north 
of the old Magpie Mine.

Background and Description

A band of iron formation extends across the northern part of 
Township 26, Range 26. In 1953 mapping and dip needle work 
{A. M. Goodwin, etc.) guided by the 1953 aerial magnetic survey 
outlined three concentrations of magnetic material. These 
concentrations were designated Evans Creek No.l, No.2 and No.3. 
Evans Creek No,3 was drilled in the winter of 1954. Eight holes 
were put down of which six cut iron formation.

A magnetite none wss interpreted from this drilling and the dip 
needle survey, 3,600 feet long, 150 feet wide, averaging 16.5% 
iron. Within this zone a central section was outlined being 
2,500 feet long, 75 feet wide and grading 26.7% iron.

Metallurgical testing was conducted on a selected section 57 feet 
long from hole no.l ~ a head assay of 30% iron. At a 270 mesh 
grind, a 64.10?; iron concentrate was obtained but with a 44.9% 
recovery. It was concluded the chert and magnetite were too 
finely intermixed for practical commercial separation.

In 1966 the property was re-examined. A grid was established and 
a magnetometer survey was run. The old records were reviewed.
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The magnetometer gave a better definition of the magnetics than 
the dip needle. It outlined a system of small irratically 
occurring concentrations of magnetite. The conclusion in the 
1954 report that the magnetite and chert were too finely inter 
mixed for practical separation did not seem to agree with the 
results obtained, i.e., a relatively good magnetic concentrate 
was made - 64% iron and 9.5% silica. The poor recovery (44.9%) 
was then duo to large proportion of non-magnetic iron units in 
the iron formation. The descriptive logs in places seem to 
substantiate this ("magnetite and cherty siderite").

Conclusions

1. The tonnage is small and the configuration erratic.
2. The magnetite iron content is probably low - perhaps 

in the better sections.
3. To collect all the iron units might require a complex 

metallurgical process.

;-iK

't;
JVH:th

J. V. Huddart,
Manager,
Exploration.
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MEMORANDUM

EVANS CREEK MAGNETITE

Location and History

The Evans Creek property is located about 12 miles north of 
Magpie Junction in Township 29, Range 26, and approximately 
3 1/2 miles north of the old Magpie Mine. The property comprises 
of six claims* An aeromagnetic survey conducted by A.O.P. during 
1953 indicated three magnetic anomalies about 3 miles north of 
the old Magpie Mine. During the same year the general area was 
mapped (A. M. Goodwin) and the magnetic anomalies were traced on 
the ground by dip needle survey. A grid was established on these 
anomalies and detail dip needle survey was completed. Some 
trenching and sampling was also carried out. During 1954, eleven 
diamond drill holes were put down on the above three anomalies, 
giving a total of 5,242 feet. Out of the 11 holes, 8 were put 
down on anomaly 3, 2 on anomaly 2 and l hole on anomaly 1. 
During 1966 a detailed magnetometer survey was completed.on 
anomaly 3 in the western section of the property.

Description of the Iron Formation

The exploratory investigations on the property outlined 
three concentrations of magnetite bearing material. These zones 
were named as Evans Creek No.l, 2 and 3. The drilling and dip 
needle survey completed on the above concentrations indicated 
the following information.

1. Evans Creek - l
2. Evans Creek - 2
3. Evans Creek - 3

Length

2,500'
1,200'

900'

Width

75' 
70' 
80'

Fe.Grade %

Average Grade: 19.0

Drilling on the above concentrations also indicated that 
they might be broken into small lenses. This was confirmed in 
1966 when a detailed magnetometer survey was conducted on No.3. 
This survey gave a better definition of the magnetics than the 
dip needle work. The magnetometer survey outlined a series of 
lenticular erratic concentrations of magnetite.

6

Some metallurgical testing was carried out on a selected 
section of 57 feet from drill hole no.l. This section assayed 
30.01 Fe, 46.8% Si02, D.41% S and Q.056% P. Magnetic concentra 
tion was tried on this material at 270 mesh grind. A concentrate 
of 64. \\ was obtained; however, the recovery was 44.9%.
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From the above tests it was concluded that the chert, and 
magnetite were too finely intermixed for practical commercial . - 
separation. It was concluded that poor recovery {44.9%) was 
probably due to the large proportion of non-magnetic iron 
minerals that associate in the material. The drill logs also 
indicated that magnetite is intermixed with cherty siderite 
material.

Conclusions

1. The Evans Creek iron formation is composed of various small 
and narrow lenses with no continuity.

2. The overall grade is low, perhaps lS-16%.

3. Liberation of the iron units might require a complex 
metallurgical process.

Recomme nda ti on - .

Considering the size, nature and grade of these concentrations, 
further work is not warranted on this property.

f: 
t 
i

December 18, 1973

c.c. J. E. Barber 
J. V. Huddart

M. A. Khan,
Geologist, 
Exploration
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CORPORATION, LIMITED

SAULT STE.MARIE,CANADA

November 3 0, 1973,

J. V. Huddart,
Manager,
Exploration d Project Development.

:* .Eyans-Creek - 
____Kabenung Lake 6 Iron Lake

Would you have someone review the above files with a 
view to:

(1) listing the vital statistics of the various iron 
formations including length, width and grade and 
dimensions of higher grade sections. Include those 
iron formations we have not staked rsuch as Evans Creek 
Nos. l and 2. List predominately magnetite iron formations 
separately from the predominately siderite formations.

(2) providing suggestions for possible exploration objectives , 
in the near term or long term with the main objective of 
using these properties to supplement and/or improve the 
iron grade upwards or lower the silica, fallium and sulphur 
of the Wawa sinter.

Evans Creek is an A.C.R. lease and so keeps coming up for 
review. We may be asked re these claims in February, 1974. It 
would be nice to have a new assessment and data available for 
this.

JEBtth

. E. Barber, 
General Manager, 
Exploration fc Project Development. *
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